What’s up?
- UniOGS courses and events for doctoral students

12.1.2017, UniOGS team
TOHTOS - Developing the Working Life Relevance of Doctoral Training

- EU funded project (European Social Fund) during March 2016 – June 2018
- A nationwide project coordinated by the University of Tampere, partners are Universities of Eastern Finland, Turku, Vaasa and Oulu
- Main goal: to expand and diversify the potential of doctoral students to find employment also in other fields than the traditional academic ones

Visit TOHTOS webpages: www.uta.fi/english/doctoralschool/tohtos
UPCOMING TOHTOS / UniOGS EVENTS

LOCAL EVENTS:

- “UniOGS goes to Pestipäivät”
  - TUE 24.1. at 12-14 Pitching/elevator speech workshop
    Place: Tellus Stage
  - THU 26.1. at 9-15 UniOGS stand
    Place: Central Hall (close to L9)
  - THU 26.1. at 12.30-14 What do the companies expect from the doctors when hiring a research oriented expert?
    Place: Tellus Frost (via remote access from University of Vaasa)

- Mentoring program
  - 2016-2017
  - 2017-2018 call for new participants in the end of spring semester

- … office escape, seminars, workshops…
UPCOMING TOHTOS EVENTS

NATIONWIDE EVENTS: (via remote access)

- MON 29.5. Workshop: Creating and maintaining digital expert profiles (Tom Laine)
- FEB - NOV Webinars on a variety of working life related topics
- AUTUMN 2017 A digital study package to support working life relevance of doctoral training
UNIOGS COURSES

Spring 2017

- Introduction to doctoral training 1 cr
- Scientific Research and Ethics 2 cr
- Scholarly Information in Research Process 1 cr
- Basics of University Pedagogy for Doctoral Students 2 cr
- Scientific Communication 0.5 cr
- Communicating Science to the Media, General Public and Decision Makers 1 cr
- Utilization of Patent Databases in Research 0.5 cr
- UniOGS Mentoring Programme 0 cr
- Working Life and Guidance Skills and Leadership, Part I 3 cr
- Working Life and Guidance Skills and Leadership, Part II 3 cr
- Towards doctoral degree

More information on Field specific courses ➔ follow the webpages of Doctoral Programs